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The Courchevel Enquirer

The local Marie is taking extreme steps to stop overtaking on the road to Val Thorens

A note from the editor

Do you ever get the feeling that nature doesn’t like you. Not you personally (although I
think Courchevel sport director Bruno Tuaire may disagree). Here you are stuck halfway
up a mountain trying to scratch a meager living from your fledgling chalet business. We
start with a delayed opening of all the pistes, no snow on the stade de Slalom resulting in
the cancellation of the FIS woman’s world cup giant slalom and then we have more snow
than even the French can deal with. We then have regular heavy snowfalls timed at the
most inappropriate moments for most of the companies, usually over the weekends when
clients are leaving/arriving and now this weekend a rock (not THE rock) thought to weigh
about 100 tonnes although this was later reduced to 50 tonnes landed on the road to
Valley de Belleville basically fucking with the traffic from Val Thorens/Les Menuires/St
Martin de Belleville and backing everything up down to Moutiers with additional problem to
all the other surrounding resorts. I’m waiting for a +30 degree heat wave to arrive just
before Easter. Oh Mother Nature though art a cruel mistress!
THE SURGEON GENERAL WARNS
Doing ski seasons can be highly addictive, can seriously damage your sanity, result in a general lack of sleep, makes your arse bigger, increase
the chances of getting a blow job in the skidoo hut outside Kudeta and waking up next to a complete stranger.
All stories contained within are purely fictional and shouldn’t be taken seriously.
Anyone found taking anything too seriously should be held down, given alcohol and violated with the handle of a ski pole.

Injuries of the week

On the left the large gash belongs to
Ollie from the St Louis after he did
the classic skiers trick, the ol knee to
the chin. Since December this is now
known as the “Harry Styles” after the
one direction singer recieved a similar injury while skiing with girlfriend
Taylor Swift. After many stitches and
a painful 180 euro bill Ollie was back
at work.
On the right, the Funky Fox’s Alice
Beer who managed to break her
wrist while snowboarding, a very
common boarding injury. So always
wear wristguards.

Kaluma travel are looking for a
new host for one of their luxury
Courchevel 1850 chalets for the
remainder of the winter season. If
you would like more information
or want to send your CV then
contact Kaluma on info@kalumatravel.co.uk as soon a possible.
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Whats in a name?
It appears that Whitestorm’s Simon
Hooper is getting jealous of his posh
employee Toby with his highfaluting
double barreled name. So he has
changed his name on his new business cards to Simon Hooper-Giles.
Sounds posher already. right?,
although now he has to contend with
sounding completely pussy whipped
and subservience by taking his significant other’s name. Although it would
make cards impartically large he
should write Simon nolongerthemanin
therelationshipbitchdominatedgreylord-Hooper-Giles. Sounds almost
royal.

After spending a tough
morning harassing people
for cigarettes outside the
forum. Frenchie “the
tramp” decided to take a
well earned (and possibly
pharmaceutically induced)
nap on the top floor of the
Forum by the escalaters.
After a short while the
Pompiers were called and
spend a good 10 minutes
trying to get him back on
his feet and out of sight.

Smarter every day.
To keep balance in the universe
(after last weeks snowboarding
piece) this week we have the
names for all the different (and
wrong) ways to carry skis.
But Alex!, I hear you say, isn’t
“the local” the correct way to
carry your skis? No because the
tips of the skis should always be
at the front!

